RECESSED ANCHORS Install Instructions
1. Choosing the location to mount the Recessed Anchor is your discretion based upon
your needs. Select a location which provides structural support for mounting and will
meet your overall tie down needs. You will need access to the back/under side of the
mounting surface to allow for bolt-through installation to secure Recessed Anchor
with bolt, washer and lock nut.
NOTES: Remember these are “recessed anchors” therefore they are designed to be
placed into a “well/cutout”. The overall strength of the Recessed Anchor is subject to
the integrity of the mounting surface therefore it is recommended you choose a
suitable structural surface.
CAUTION: Check the back/under side of mounting surface to be certain you will not
damage anything when drilling through the mounting surface.
2. If a WELL is not available, make a pattern from the Recessed Anchor for your cutout.
CAUTION: Well/cutout should only be the size, depth, shape and angle of recessed
portion of Anchor.
3. Once you have made your cutout, place the Recessed Anchor over the opening and
align the Anchor.
4. Based on the mounting hardware you are using, drill through the mounting holes in
your Anchor and through your substrate.
5. Complete your installation based upon your hardware/backing plate purchased.
NOTES: MOUNTING HARDWARE AND BACKING PLATE NOT INCLUDED WITH RECESSED
ANCHORS as there are many variations in install substrates. Loads shift & settle; inspect
after 10 miles; then every 40/50 miles thereafter (inspect in shorter intervals if on rough
bumpy roads or inclement weather). Make sure all connecting points on vehicle are secure.
WARNING: Inspect product before each use. DO NOT USE: If product is deformed, worn,
damaged, rusted or not securely installed. Avoid contact with sharp objects, flame or
chemicals that may damage or weaken product, as these conditions may result in severe
DAMAGE to persons or property. Product is NOT designed nor to be used as a personal
restraint, or towing device. USER assumes full responsible for determining product’s safe
condition and suitability for a particular purpose. NOTICE TO PURCHASER: Core Products
USA is not responsible for damage or injury caused by improper use of products.
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